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1. When specimen is determined unacceptable due to hemolysis or clotting, department personnel will telephone the floor where specimen originated and inform them that the specimen is rejected. If the specimen is from the Emergency Department notify them immediately of any unacceptable specimens.

2. Specimen should be cancelled and rescheduled for collection. Include notation of person notified and reason for rejection/cancellation.

3. Notify IV Service or the appropriate outpatient lab immediately for redraw. Complete and Fax the Redraw Request to the laboratory for outpatient redraws.

4. If specimen is from an outside client and is unacceptable for testing the following should be done:
   a. Notify client immediately. If this is a stat specimen, page attending physician.
   b. If physician office/draw site closed, write up a laboratory occurrence report and put into manager’s or coordinator’s mailbox.
   c. Coordinator or manager will follow up with the office/draw site, when reopened.

5. If numerous problems are identified with one client/draw site, laboratory manager will meet with office manager and/or physician to discuss.

---

(A) **Policy Statement**

The clinical laboratories have a policy for recognition and handling of specimens unacceptable for testing.

(B) **Purpose of Policy**

To establish a protocol for hemolyzed or clotted specimens rejected for laboratory use.

(C) **Procedure**

---
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3. Notify IV Service or the appropriate outpatient lab immediately for redraw. Complete and Fax the Redraw Request to the laboratory for outpatient redraws.

4. If specimen is from an outside client and is unacceptable for testing the following should be done:
   a. Notify client immediately. If this is a stat specimen, page attending physician.
   b. If physician office/draw site closed, write up a laboratory occurrence report and put into manager’s or coordinator’s mailbox.
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